
“Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way ”  
Emanuel Leutze, 1862 

 

1. What kind of person made the journey into the West? 
2. What can you tell about the journey into the West?  
3. Why would Americans make the journey into the West? 



The period of time in U.S. history  
before the Civil War is known as the  

Antebellum Era (1800-1860) 



In the 1840s, westward expansion led Americans  
to acquire all lands from the Atlantic to Pacific  

in a movement called Manifest Destiny 

Americans flooded  
into the West for new 
economic opportunities  

The U.S. gained Texas, 
Oregon, California,  

and other territories 
through treaty or 

war 

“Obvious”  “Future”  



Changes in the early Antebellum era (1800-1840), 
encouraged westward expansion in the 1840s 



Jefferson’s Louisiana 
Purchase doubled the size 

of the USA 

Lewis and Clark’s exploration 
confirmed the economic potential 

of the western territory 



 

The growth of  
“King Cotton” and 

commercial farming 
led to a desire for 

more western lands 



Changes in the early Antebellum era (1800-1840), 
encouraged westward expansion in the 1840s 

Improved 
transportation  
such as canals, 
steamboats,  
& railroads 

increased speed  
& profitability 



The U.S. population grew 300% 

 

The number of U.S.   
states grew from 13 to 

26 

Western state 
populations exploded 

(Ohio’s population 
grew from 50,000 to 

1.5 million) 



 

The journey West was dangerous and unpredictable, yet 
thousands of Americans traveled along the Oregon, 

Santa Fe, and Mormon Trails 



The earliest pioneers were fur 
traders, land speculators, 
and poor farmers looking  

for cheap land  

Soon, farmers, 
miners, ranchers, 

and religious groups 
flooded West 



The Oregon Trail led thousands of 
farmers to the fertile lands of Oregon 

in the 1840s 



The Santa Fe Trail allowed 
the U.S. to sell goods to 

Mexico 



After Joseph Smith’s murder in Illinois, 
Brigham Young led the Mormons to create a 

new settlement in Utah  



 

Westward expansion brought conflict with Indians, such 
as the Black Hawk War, as trails disrupted hunting 

grounds and violated previous treaties 



The Treaty of Fort Laramie created a  
vast Indian Territory but was repeatedly 

ignored by whites expanding West 



America: The Story of Us  Western expansion  
(start at 6.40) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6bC3yqYbbE&feature=channel&list=UL


Read the excerpts from “Life on the 
Oregon Trail” and  


